Ambidexterity
organizational ambidexterity: past, present and future - ambidexterity is, as originally suggested ,
accomplished through architecturally separate units or via other means, under what conditions ambidexterity
seems most useful, and how ambidexterity is achieved (see also tarba, junni, sarala, and taras’ meta analysis
in this issue). its theoretical innovation through ambidexterity: how to achieve the ... - innovation
through ambidexterity: how to achieve the ambidextrous organization the ability of a firm to exploit its current
business while exploring new territory (in terms of new technologies, markets, products or business models)
has long been recognized as a critical source organizational ambidexterity in action - organizational
ambidexterity in action: how managers explore and exploit california management review vol. 53, no. 4
summer 2011 cmrrkeley. edu 7 although theoretically compelling, research on dynamic capabilities and
ambidexterity is still at an early stage. conceptually, the need for organiza- employee ambidexterity, high
performance work systems and ... - ambidexterity with difference scores collapses explorative and
exploitative activi - ties into one single ambidexterity score (see for instance mom, fourné, & jansen, 2015;
patel, messersmith, & lepak, 2013), polynomial regressions view explorative and exploitative activities, and
ambidexterity as three distinct constructs with separate measures. strategic ambidexterity in innovation:
an indispensable ... - ambidexterity is rooted in an individual’s ability to explore and exploit…; nor is
ambidexterity simply a matter of organizational structure….rather, as a dynamic capability ambidexterity
embodies a complex set of routines….” this research effort studies ambidexterity in strategy as a unpacking
organizational ambidexterity ... - sfu - unpacking organizational ambidexterity: dimensions, contingencies,
and synergistic effects abstract significant ambiguity remains in the literature regarding the conceptualization
of organizational ambidexterity. we unpack this construct into one with two dimensions we term the balance
dimension of building ambidexterity into an organization. - researchgate - building ambidexterity into
an organization he technological downturn, political turmoil and economic uncertainty of the last five years
have reaffirmed to managers the importance of adaptability ... ambidexterity in k n)-local stable
homotopy theory - ambidexterity in k(n)-local stable homotopy theory michael hopkins and jacob lurie
december 19, 2013 contents 1 multiplicative aspects of dieudonne theory 4 building ambidexterity into an
organization - building ambidexterity into an organization summer 2004 vol.45 no.4 reprint number 45408
julian birkinshaw and cristina gibson mitsloan managementreview please note that gray areas reflect artwork
that has been intentionally removed. the substantive content of the article appears as originally published.
structural ambidexterity vs. contextual ambidexterity ... - structural ambidexterity and contextual
ambidexterity have dominated the discussion on organisational ambidexterity, where the similarities and
differences between them are being emphasised. one of the critical views is that although both of them are
essential, the impacts on performance may be dissimilar. since there are ambidexterity through project
portfolio management - pmi - white paper ambidexterity through project portfolio management resolving
paradoxes in organizations 2017 yacoub petro, phd, ceng, pmp june 2017 impact of strategic
ambidexterity on organizational ... - ambidexterity on organizational success, there is a need to
investigate multiple factors, they also proposed that future research studies should shift their focus from the
investigation of impact of strategic ambidexterity on organizational success towards more comprehensive
understanding organizational ambidexterity through the lens of paradox ... - organizational
ambidexterity through the lens of paradox theory: extending the research agenda abstract the organizational
ambidexterity literature conceptualizes exploration and exploitation as conflicting activities, and proposes
separation-oriented approaches to accomplish ambidexterity; namely, structural and temporal separation.
dynamic contexts exploring and exploiting in informa ltd ... - ambidexterity is the term used to describe
the active management of these poles. while most ambidexterity research focuses at the organizational level,
it remains a multilevel phenomenon also driven upward by individuals as they contend with a dynamic context.
this study aims to make several contributions to the ambidexterity literature. first, it beyond motivation: job
and work design for development ... - and work design for development, health, ambidexterity, and more
sharon k. parker the university of western australia, crawley, perth, western australia 6009, australia; email:
sharonrker@uwa annu. rev. psychol. 2014. 65:661–91 first published online as a review in advance on
september 6, 2013 the annual review of psychology is ... achieving contextual ambidexterity through the
... - contextual ambidexterity is essential to the survival of small businesses as they a seek to attain desired
balance of alignment and adaptability. human resource management practices facilitate the development of
ambidexterity within individuals thereby facilitating ambidexterity of the organization as a whole.
organizational © the author(s) 2014 ambidexterity through ... - ambidexterity, however, is primarily
due to march’s (1991) seminal article on explora-tion and exploitation processes of organizational learning. the
concept of organiza-tional ambidexterity has been taken up in a variety of fields, as table 1 shows.
organizational ambidexterity in small firms: the role of ... - ambidexterity should not be simply a matter
of organizational structure. furthermore, small businesses typically do not have such a complex organizational
structure with multiple divisions to be ambidextrous this way. small businesses, therefore, offer an intriguing
context for organizational ambidexterity research (lubatkin et al., 2006). setting the stage for individual
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ambidexterity in ... - form of ambidexterity known as contextual ambidexterity (gibson & birkinshaw, 2004).
in contrast to organizational-level research, conceptual and empirical research at the individual level is limited
(mom, van den bosh, & volberda, 2009). this is an the antecedents, consequences, and mediating role
of ... - the antecedents, consequences, and mediating role of organizational ambidexterity cristina b. gibson
university of california, irvine julian birkinshaw london business school we investigated contextual
organizational ambidexterity, defined as the capacity to simultaneously achieve alignment and adaptability at
a business-unit level. building structural ambidexterity and competency traps: insights ... - structural
ambidexterity as a dynamic capability. we find that these dysfunctions give rise to competency traps
characterized by interlinked cognitive, organizational and behavioral dimensions, that can severely
compromise structural ambidexterity. further, from the perspective of network ambidexterity, we also find that
the inventions of the ... systems development ambidexterity: explaining the ... - the notion of systems
development ambidexterity is a useful complement to—not a replacement for—the classical efficiency and
effectiveness measures of systems de-velopment performance. (it is subsequently shown that greater
ambidexterity enhances both systems development efficiency and effectiveness.) ambidexterity: a matter
of size? - diva portal - i abstract title: ambidexterity: a matter of size?- a single case study on ambidexterity
in smes authors: brula nohman and sleyman nohman tutor: ramsin yakob background: an organization cannot
only rely on how they have been accustomed to doing things in the past, rather they have to be willing to
change and adapt in order to be successful creating ambidexterity by integrating and balancing ... - for
the development of ambidexterity. however, little is known about how a firm’s ambidexterity evolves from
external partnership resources. this article reports an in-depth field investigation of a firm that has successfully
created ambidexterity by employing its interorganizational exploration and exploitation partnerships. the
examination of upper limb ambidexterity in wrestling ... - ambidexterity in the male population was
noted but did not represent a significant difference between the populations. for male athletes, the
researchers indicated that motor abilities and technique performance had a strongly defined linear correlation
(.75 to .81) on both the left and right side. market–political ambidexterity during institutional ... ambidexterity “market–political ambidexterity.” the concept of market–political ambidexterity builds on three
underlying streams of the lit-erature. first, although the earlier literature on institutional transitions and
strategic choices has focused on the march toward markets (peng, 2003), recent work has documented the
persistent strategic ambidexterity in small and medium-sized ... - strategic ambidexterity in small and
medium-sized enterprises: implementing exploration and exploitation in product and market domains glenn b.
voss cox school of business, southern methodist ... revised service transition and ambidexterity companies that effectively manage the ambidexterity of exploiting and exploring their service and operations
capabilities are most likely to benefit from the evolution to greater service offerings. keywords: ambidexterity,
service transition, service capability, operations capability, corporate performance. the role of human
resource and organizational factors in ... - ambidexterity is a growing field of management research.
however, the role of human resources (hr) and organizational factors needs further exploration because of the
fragmented nature of prior work and the subsequent lack of a unifying framework. our review of 41 empirical
studies why and how to be ambidextrous? the relationship between ... - the issue of organizational
ambidexterity is very contingent on different organizational conditions both internally or even externally. two
streams of research on the antecedents of organizational ambidexterity were mostly studied in the literature,
namely structural ambidexterity (duncan, 1976) and contextual ambidexterity (gibson et al., 2004). dynamic
capabilities to evolve an ambidextrous it organization - ambidexterity and the dynamic capabilities
framework that set the boundaries for this study with common elements of survival and competitiveness, and
the adroit management of its it resource base in the face of rapid change. the collaborative, ambidextrous
enterprise - charismatic, contractual, and collaborative types, and we show how this last, collaborative type
supports ambidexterity by its distinctive values (based on contribution to a shared purpose), norms (based on
interdependent process management), and congruent authority and eco-nomic systems. a contemporary
examination of the miles and snow strategic ... - a contemporary examination of the miles and snow
strategic typology through the lenses of dynamic capabilities and ambidexterity by marc d. sollosy this study’s
focuses on the examination of the miles and snow typology through the lenses of dynamic capabilities with a
particular emphasis on ambidexterity. while organizational ambidexterity in nonprofit organizations: a
... - organizational ambidexterity in nonprofit organizations: a descriptive case study to uncover the innovative
practices of a new england–based nonprofit organization as perceived by key organizational decision makers a
doctoral thesis presented by albert j. vario to contextual ambidexterity in organizations: antecedents
and ... - contextual ambidexterity in organizations: antecedents and performance consequences dissertation
of the university of st. gallen, graduate school of business administration, economics, law and social sciences
(hsg) to obtain the title of doctor of philosophy in management submitted by christian a. j. schudy from
germany achieving organizational flexibility through ambidexterity - achieving organizational flexibility
through ambidexterity patricia m. shields and donald s. travis ©2017 patricia m. shields and donald s. travis
abstract: this article introduces the concept of organizational ambidexterity and explains its value to military
planning and problem-solving from the tactical to strategic levels. i organizational ambidexterity and
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corporate ... - third, we make a contribution to ambidexterity literature by showing how organizational
ambidexterity affects corporate entrepreneurship activities. previous research on ambidextrous organizations
tends to focus on the outcomes of the firm as whole (he and wong, 2004; o’reilly and tushman, 2004). what
drives organizational ambidexterity? examining ... - this dissertation contributes to the area of
organizational ambidexterity by examining new antecedents and expanding the concept beyond its traditional
realm of balancing exploitation and exploration, in three essays. adopting a broader view of ambidexterity as
the ability to perform contradictory strategic acts simultaneously, essay 1 and essay 3 testing the impact of
strategic leadership on ... - contributes in building organizational ambidexterity through creating the
context of ambidexterity. therefore, the purpose of this study is to identify the impact of strategic leadership
on the organizational ambidexterity of the (94) jordanian chemical manufacturing companies operating at king
abdullah ii ibn al-hussein industrial city. strategic orientation and ambidextrous public ... - strategic
orientation and ambidextrous public organizations by john m. bryson, kimberly b. boal, and hal g. rainey
abstract in this paper we explore some implications of the miles and snow (1978, 2003) typology of strategy
types for public organizational adaptation and effectiveness, particularly as ambidexterity - edepot.wur ambidexterity will be constructed since 98% of the companies is unsuccessful for that matter. the choice for
toyota as case study has multiple reasons. the main reason is that haanaes et al. (2018) found that only 2% of
the companies studied, was considered ambidextrous and does software process ambidexterity lead to
better ... - ambidexterity or the ability to manage seemingly conflicting demands is an important precursor to
organizational success. in this study, we extend the idea of ambidexterity to software development processes
and empirically examine the performance implications of the ability of software project teams switching
hats: the effect of role transition on ... - organizational ambidexterity, that is, understanding what enables
individuals to address the exploitation-exploration dilemma. one central challenge generated by ambidexterity
is the multiplicity and divergence of organizational roles, to which individuals need to cater when exploiting
and exploring. rethinking project reliability using the ambidexterity and ... - ambidexterity (tushman
and o’reilly, 1996), exploitation and exploration are sequential modes, i.e. the organisation alternates between
them according to market requirements. for example, the actions of a new competitor may cause a stable
organisational form to change rapidly. in structural ambidexterity (o’reilly and tushman, 2004 ... the role of
hrm practices in product development through ... - ambidexterity can be achieved by focusing on
performance management and social support; wherein the former (performance management) can focus on
stretch and discipline, the latter (social support) can focus on support and trust in the workplace. thus, the two
are mutually reinforcing. ambidexterity: the interplay of supply chain management ... - ambidexterity:
the interplay of supply chain management competencies and enterprise resource planning systems on
organizational performance serdar turedi old dominion university, 2016 director: dr. ling li understanding the
business value of information systems (is) is one of the key issues among practitioners. dynamic
ambidexterity: how innovators manage exploration ... - dynamic ambidexterity: how innovators manage
exploration and exploitation yan chen school of business, stevens institute of technology, castle point on
hudson, hoboken, nj 07030, u.s.a. a study of culture dimensions, organizational ... - a study of culture
dimensions, organizational ambidexterity, and perceived innovation in teams raul pelagio rodriguez1, ma.
regina m. hechanova2 abstract the impetus to innovate has emphasized the importance of organization’s
ability to both explore and explot new ideas or what is referred to as ambidexterity. center for effective
organizations building an ... - center for effective organizations building an ambidextrous organization ceo
publication t 04-15 (467) julian birkinshaw london business school cristina gibson university of california at
irvine august 2004 c e n t e r f o r e f f e c t i v e o r g a n i z a t i o n s - m a r s h a l l s c h o o l o f b u s i n e s
s
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